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Yrjö Länsipuro   

People are vanishing. But I'm really happy that you are here. We change the language now, 

because we talk about things International, but also we have Sandra Hofrichter here who is the 

Secretary General of urologic Association. And of course we have people on a live stream of 

Internet Society who are watching us right now. So, just a little bit background. I think that most of 

you know that anyway, but but WSIS the World Summit on information society. 2000 2003 and 

2005. was like a milestone that's that was the beginning of many things. One of them boys at 

these meetings, especially 2005. It turns out that the critical political fight will be over Internet 

governance. And of course, at that time, they were two views. One was that it should be united 

nations it should be ITU and the other was that so far Internet had developed well on based on a 

multi stakeholder model and that should continue the compromise. They will be big fights deep 

into the night in Tunis, but finally, a compromise or part of the compromise. Was that an Internet 

Governance Forum should be set up to enable discussion, dialogue on things related to the 

Internet, without any barriers between various stakeholders not to take decisions or to make any 

binding decisions, but to influence those fora in the world that decisions are made. That was the 

beginning the first Internet Governance Forum was in Athens 2006 It was followed by others year 
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by year by year. But another development also started at that time, and that was that they there 

started to be offspring of the IGF children. appeared in all parts of the world and like they say, you, 

you know that tree by its fruits. It says in the Bible, and this I think that the tree has been very 

good because the fruits have been plentiful and an effective IGF IGF security today. Number 

according to the latest statistics 85 national initiatives comparable to the to what we are here and 

17 regional ones, including your Radek among others. They are also use for And all told, it's about 

140 Something like that. Now what we have here is actually an interesting multi layered structure 

of Internet related Internet governance related discussion. And the question is how could it 

percolate from from bottom up and also top down? What has happened is that the President, 

Secretary, Secretary General of the United Nations, has taken interest in this industry in this 

structure in the many possibilities that it has. And he has actually, in his various interventions, 

which I know I think you are familiar with, with the digital roadmap and and the rest he'd have 

made IGF and disrupt the IGF structure, a really a centerpiece of his, his plans. And, and it's, it's 

called IGF plus, which which really, perhaps, will be have a role in the development efforts. 

 

Yrjö Länsipuro   

Now, in this face, what is going on as as you know, it's the preparation of the, of the of the global 

digital compact, the CEC and, and I hope that we can, we have from, from Geneva, we will have 

Ania, Django from the IGF Secretariat discussing that. But first, let's go to what we have here on 

the screen and this is one of the wonders of the Internet actually, that this who did this 

translation? I don't know. We don't know. It was not done by your colleague. It was just came from 

somewhere, mystically, but anyway, you have it in Finnish. But But what follows is of course will be 

in English. By Sandra, thank you very much. 

 

Sandra Hoferichter   

Thank you very much earlier, I was actually going to save Anna and I we translated it for you last 

night. No, we didn't of course it really appeared magically and you checked the spelling is 

obviously pretty correct. So what you can see here and Finnish is what is really on the website in 

English. Unfortunately, I see we have the toolbar slider on that is a little bit fast, so I will try to put 

that away. Can I ask first, who of you has already attended a Euro day Can I ask for show of hand. 

Okay, and who has heard about it or has followed the process remotely? Okay, so almost 

everyone in the room has an idea about what I'm going to say no that can that's why I can keep 

myself pretty short. We are now preparing for the sixteens You're a dick and I'm more than happy 

to have been invited by Finland in particular by Tampa university to be the host of the next year 

Radek. It will take place on the sixth till the seventh of June. for good purposes we spend too early 

June to avoid mid summer and it will asset already take place at the University of Tampa you see 

that nice image I guess everyone is familiar with it. But I think there is a lot of symbolism in this 
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picture in this image about transformation from an industrial age to a technology age, but also the 

power that a watered down can gain in terms of bringing up new ideas and new structures. We 

challenges that we have this year or what we would like to aim for is that we have a good 

representation of the local community. You all know that the pandemic has changed the behavior 

how we are attending conferences and this year we had our first year Radek after the pandemic 

and three esta and it was really difficult to engage people to come back in person, everyone is now 

used to join online. And we found that a lot of creativity and a lot of interaction that you usually 

have at conferences is missing when the majority is online. So this is really something that we 

would like to aim and we hope that we can engage the local community from Finland as much as 

possible. From the program structure point of view, we are starting at the sixth with a so called 

Day Zero while I must put that in brackets, it's not a full day of pre events anymore. We will have 

half a day and it was agreed already that the Finnished Internet forum will take place on the sixth 

in Tampa. That time in English so you will have the opportunity to have many more participants 

from Europe joining your your national forum and then we are going to start in the afternoon with 

the opening session. Have the day after one full day of sessions and the second or the third day, 

then until lunchtime and then leave everyone going at home that prevents us from going late into 

the night and losing people when they have to catch the plane or the train. The program will be 

designed around three or four maximum focus areas and on those focus areas. We will then at 

the end come up with messages. I think the Finnished Internet forum is also doing messages after 

their event. As you know they are agreed and rough consensus and we have reporters from the 

Geneva Internet platform who are going to help the teams to organize them whoever is interested 

I have the messages from this year from three Esther here and there are also some hard copies 

on the table in the in the back so you can basically see what the issues been this year. What you 

can also see in those messages is how what we are going to do in terms of user engagement. This 

is one of the key issues of hero deck and we have pretty good engagement and this year is the 

year of the US. So it's not just by accident that we are involving the young generation at an 

university as a new stakeholder to a very great extent this year and already next year. Okay, and I 

think that is for the moment enough on maybe for those who are interested 

 

Sandra Hoferichter   

on who we are. Euro duck is a Association under Swiss law. We are European white forum and 

that we are organized in Switzerland is just a matter of they have the most easiest Association law 

so that's why we ended up there. And also important to mention erotic is a forum that goes 

beyond the EU member states. We are covering the entire European continent as per definition by 

the Council of Europe. And you see on the on the on the on the left side, how our association is 

structured with the membership organization and the general assemblies and the board and all 

these things that you need to do the administrative oversight of the financial management and 
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these things. But the most important part is basically the other side where the institutional 

partners are and the host organization and the community because those are the ones who are 

shaping the process who are bringing in the topics who are agreeing on the program, and who are 

making your addict to what it is. So I would really hope that I can see many of you in Tampa in 

June next year. And how to get involved will be subject of this session and I will come back to it 

later. And but it's the point where I could hand over back to you but I see is busy not real Can I 

hand over back to you? I think it would be good if Anya is online that she appears on the screen 

now and I would close that window. Can you hear me? We can hear you? Yes, but we cannot see 

you at the moment. 

 

Anja Gengo   

Because they have so surprising. That's perfect technicians. So hopefully it's not like a small 

Geneva app that is joining you and I'm part of that have the great athletes here in Geneva and I 

think our camera is on so should be able to see us okay guys do now 

 

Anja Gengo   

give a couple of seconds for the technical try to connect to the screen we can see actually the 

screen from here and I see that was so much objective there. 

 

Yrjö Länsipuro   

Okay all right. 

 

Anja Gengo   

Thank you very much what you're at. And and thank you very much, Sundar for this wonderful 

introduction. We're particularly looking forward to 2023 for several reasons. And one of the 

reasons is certainly you're going all the way up north, and especially to the beautiful city of Tampa. 

I've never been there but then when I saw when I was a tour of the country, yes. Then when you 

announce it will be there. I did Google a little bit and it seems a very green students City and we're 

very excited to see it in person there. First of all, greetings from the small Geneva hub. We are 

here at the Palais de Nacion in Geneva and I'm sure that gentleman on my left both of them 

actually my left you you know very well, you say is certainly your colleague there's very sad not to 

be there in person, probably the first penetrate you have your neck in person there. And then 

triangular ties the head of the IGF Secretariat, which is based here in this physical space where we 

are today. And and my name is Anja, as Sandra said I work at the IGF Secretariat. And one of the 

core responsibilities with me is work with the national regional, sub regional and Newtype GS, 

including the pleasure to work with the Finnish IGF and a number of community members from 

their audio mentioned very well we are in a year of a lot of dynamics and a lot of changes. And 
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one of the change that may be coming our way, is certainly the versus plus 20 review, the IGF 

Secretariat, but I am free to say also all associated structures of the ecosystem such as the mag 

now the leadership panel, the network 156. Now NRIs and all other community members and 

networks associated with the IGF are aware that we need to go strategically in 2025. And that the 

time to go strategically in 2025 is actually now we over this year, we had a couple of workshops 

where we facilitated consultations with local communities to understand how do they see where 

are we now and whether there is something that we didn't achieve and we still have time. So to 

make some kind of a plan going forward, to ensure that in 2025, the multi stakeholder input to 

what is the traditional multi lateral system will indeed be channeled in a way we want it to be 

channeled. But in addition to business plus 20. Audio mentioned very well from the United 

Nations system. There are also quite a number of new processes emerging and they're certainly 

relevant to the IETF not just speaking organizationally, but also speaking as an ecosystem and that 

makes it I think, very much relevant to the Finnish IGF it's not stakeholder community, certainly to 

EURODIG coming your way next year. One of those one of those changes relates to the outputs of 

the our common agenda report that was recently published by the Secretary General of the 

United Nations. And the outcome an agenda is quite interesting in terms of the digital domain in 

many areas. One of the probably most important area, which I personally always underlined 

relates to calling for universal access to be achieved by 2030, which is also the deadline of the of 

Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals and the Agenda for Sustainable Development. 

Digital has been recognized for years also by the United Nations system as a green card for 

achieving its goals. For accelerating sustainable development. And especially that's been really, I 

think, illustrated through concrete work. By with the portfolio of the current secretary general 

serving it's his second mandate. And then as I said, one of the outputs of the outcome and agenda 

relates to the global digital compact that you mentioned. So let me maybe to set up the scene for 

our discussion to come say a few words. I would think all of you that read about the global 

compact also know the idea of secretariat is not directly involved in the implementation of or 

process of the global digital compact, but of course, as part of the United Nations system, and as 

part of the work that's relevant to the IETF we are closely following and contributing to it as much 

as we can within our capacity. So back to the roots, how did the global digital compact emerged I 

think definitely we can see it that it emerged from a process that was multilateral to a good extent, 

which is the recent 75th 

 

Anja Gengo   

So the fifth anniversary of the United Nations when the member states adopted the declaration 

on the commemoration of the 75th anniversary and in that in that document in I think paragraph 

that the member states that directly that we will improve digital cooperation. Now for the IETF. 

That certainly rings certain bells, especially because the practice comes from the member states, 
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but I think all of us working in the IGF sphere as a multi stakeholder domain, first of all, should 

recognize that that declaration, so did underline that the United Nations will position itself or can 

position itself as a platform for all stakeholders to participate in deliberations for bringing 

affordable digital access for all and improving the overall digital Corporation. And then building on 

that declaration, the Secretary General in a year after that issue, the report that I mentioned our 

common agenda and proposed forming or developing designing digital compact the global digital 

compact according to the word of the report should outline shared principles for an open free and 

secure digital future for all. It specifically refers to a couple of concrete issues that it should reflect 

specially on reaffirming the fundamental commitment to connecting the unconnected avoiding 

fragmentation of the Internet providing people with options to how their data is used. Application 

of human rights online promoting a trustworthy Internet by introducing accountability criteria for 

discrimination and misleading content and regulation of artificial intelligence. The Compact is 

expected to be agreed through technological track which will be a multi stakeholder nature on the 

summit of the future. We have until the end of the year, all of us interested to contribute to this 

summit stakeholder practice to actually submit input what do we see as the globally agreed values 

for these areas that I've just mentioned, through global digital compact as a mechanism and I 

believe by es by the end of the year if you visit the UN tech invoice website, then you can submit 

their your contributions. It is interesting to see that already some of the stakeholders have 

contributed and looking at their inputs they are quite diversified in terms of the form that the GDC 

should take, but I think they're quite good extent, united in terms of what values for one Internet 

that is accessible, affordable, secure, safe, resilient and sustainable. We will and that makes maybe 

things a little bit easier to ensure that the values we agree on, hopefully on this will will be 

beneficial to all of us. That's as much as I can tell about the basics of the global digital compact. I 

think it's a good opportunity that something that maybe emerges from as I said a traditional 

multilateral system really calls for a multi stakeholder input. We do have a word from the relevant 

authorities that are facilitating this process with the organization that the everything that will be 

agreed hopefully, will certainly be based on these multi stakeholder consultations. And I think that 

puts then responsibility if not even obligation of all of us. One thing, the Internet that I just 

mentioned, that really contributes to this process and retiring but is there as that's maybe sort of 

mechanism to ensure that the final objective is achieved. Already I'll stop here and then I'm happy 

to add more and of course respond to any questions Thank you. 

 

Yrjö Länsipuro   

You comment from and then you go to the shall we say at an airport somewhere and waiting for 

her flight but first Sandra, 

 

Sandra Hoferichter   
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on the digital compact, I would like to add that currently the European stakeholder consultation is 

underway and if you go to the website, I'm not open it again because now we have the panel here 

on the screen. But if you go to get involved tutor cooperation, you will go directly to our 

commenting platform where the entire question form as it is filed by the tech invoice office is 

mirrored and you can comment on the findings. That have been compiled by Mr. Cavell during the 

last couple of years Adickes on that specific topics and you can comment on them and after that 

we will try to sign allies and try to find the common ground of the European view. And the 

consultations are still open until the seventh of October. I must say we my extended because we 

learned meanwhile, that the entire process might be a bit delayed and postponed and then we will 

have also some virtual stakeholder consultation and have a discussion at the global IGF. Thank 

you. 

 

Yrjö Länsipuro   

Okay, that next we get a view from the leadership panel of the IGF This is one of the new things 

and we are all eager to find out how that will how that is expected to work. One of the members of 

that panel is Lisa for from Denmark. She's now the Director General of ethno which is the 

European Association of telecoms. Lisa is at the airport somewhere. Great that you made it and I 

hope that you have time now before your flight leaves to tell us a little bit about the leadership 

panel. Please. 

 

Lisa Fuhr   

Yes, thank you and thank you for inviting me to this event. Unfortunately, I just got the notice this 

morning. That's why I'm a bit on the run here and flying out of Brussels to Denmark. Let me say 

I'm very honored to be appointed for the UN. For IGF and I think it's it's an excellent group of 

people. They are very high level and I think that is important for this leadership panel because we 

want to attract attract more high level people to IETF and I think this panel has a good chance of 

doing it. I also think from my point of view, it's it's important that we as the leadership panel are 

truly innovative, we should be ambitious. And we should we have the chance now with a new body 

to inspire and innovate the IGF process. Of course, we have some terms of reference so we're not 

unlimited, and I think it's important that we have a clear scope of attending IGs and be actively 

participating and analyzing IGF and also do a lot of outreach and discuss with all the stakeholders 

on how we how we best possible can continue making IGF count as an important part of the multi 

stakeholder model and as part of the Internet ecosystem. And I think it's important to we 

discussed this already on our first informer meeting, that we make sure all all stakeholders are 

around the table. So we need to be as inclusive as possible. But also need to make sure that 

industry, politicians, everyone around we see a lot of NGO IGF and I think that's extremely 

important but we also need to have industry more involved. And to me, it's also important, we 
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involve all the sectors because digital is now more than just telecom or the tech industry. Its 

banking, its manufacturing its health. Its logistics, and I think the Internet has an opportunity to 

solve some of the climate crisis. It's very important in our democratic processes. So I think it's it's 

important that we use this panel and IETF is set to get things going with IGF and to get it it could 

be a bit more tangible. And I think the diversity of this panel is also extremely important. We have 

a vast experience we have a Nobel Peace Prize winner, ministers, we have private sector, that we 

have one of the founding fathers of the Internet, and I think that is to me, hopefully a guarantee 

for fresh thinking. What facing and ambition in the panel and I'm very optimistic that we can not 

reinvent. It makes some cheeses that are good to the idea. So I'll pause here if there are any 

questions 

 

Yrjö Länsipuro   

for a view from a national national IGF we can go to Juuso, who is in Geneva. He was a I would say 

the convener and pretty much the soul of the Finnish Internet forum for the whole time it has 

been existed he is now posted in Geneva because that's what Foreign Ministers do they move 

people from here to there. And so what is your view on the leadership panel? Is it is it necessary 

and what should you do? 

 

Juuso Moisander   

Well, I remember the leadership panel is there so there is no point in arguing whether it's useful 

or not. It's up to the leadership panel to prove its usefulness. I strongly support the idea that the 

IDF does more outreach and we definitely thought have seen the gap or the missing piece in in the 

outreach on political level and as Lisa rightly said, on towards all stakeholders on a higher level. As 

for the, the structure of the IGF, I would still as a long term donor as a long term IGF first I'd like to 

see the Secretariat first of all be strengthened to to be able to support them. The leadership panel 

that's that's one thing, but also to do more outreach in self and towards build a stronger links 

towards the enterprise. And he has been doing a great job on that. But I still think that there is a 

lot that we could do more together as IGs and build these bridges and not I'm not saying 

harmonize or sync the genders, but let's say due to find the common things there and cooperate 

more on that. As for the other other issues that are linked to the leadership panel, I think the the 

relationship between the leadership panel and the mag and the structure and the size of the mag 

and streamline and improve the focus of the work of the mag is something that we would need to 

do. I think the the mag as such, I was a member myself in 2014 to 2017 If I remember correctly, as 

a lot of work, but the structure was quite heavy and the processes are long so that would be 

something that I hope also the leadership panel might be able to look at from above working 

closely with the Mac and thinking how to how we could streamline the idea of preparatory 

processes thanks. 
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Yrjö Länsipuro   

Perhaps regional perspective from you. 

 

Sandra Hoferichter   

I fully agree with what the previous speaker have been said. Let me just add what my hope might 

be. The existence of the leadership panel my rise day awareness also on a national and on a 

regional level within the policymaking area for and also the industry because P pay players that we 

need to involve more the legislators those who are doing legislation and also the industry which is 

a key driver of any of the developments in in our industry. So I really hope that the simply 

existence and the effective work of a leadership panel can help us to raise the awareness because 

this comes and this is not meant in a negative way. This comes a little bit from the top from the 

UN level which is good. It helps us on the ground on the regional and on a national level to 

enforce our processes. This is my my greatest hope on the leadership panel. 

 

Lisa Fuhr   

Sorry, can I add to this because I think two important points have been raised. One is your good 

relation to Mac is important. It's essential. I agree. The other one is fundraising. We need to have 

all the states involved all the regional IGF I also agreed this is extremely important. And and I think 

by doing the outreach you can avoid the top down feeling that you're expressing Sandra I think it's 

important we're not seen as imposing things on on their countries or a gift as such. For more 

coming with creative solutions to some of the gaps we're seeing. 

 

Yrjö Länsipuro   

Any questions or comments from the audience? Yes, Alex. 

 

 

From one of the online chats Doctor obviously know from the beginning it says that in our in our I 

work is one of the concrete successes we have in the IGs ITF process in the world. 

 

Yrjö Länsipuro   

Yes. What do you think? 

 

Yrjö Länsipuro   

Okay, no comments. Any other questions? Or comments from the audience? Okay, so I think that 

we thank you and we let you go and get your flight and wish just all the best for the leadership 

panel. Thank you. Thank you. 
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Lisa Fuhr   

Sorry, let me ask. Happy to take a coffee with people or if they went to a virtual meeting, happy to 

take it and discuss if their input or things they want us to look into as a panel. I think it's 

important. We have a panel also are available to all the stakeholders. So that would be my ending 

remarks. We're there also to talk to people and get input and of course, other assessments of 

ideas. Thank 

 

Yrjö Länsipuro   

you. Okay, next on our agenda is what what will happen to this year and and next year, now the 

IGF this year in su Opia. I hope it will take place there and what are the issues and topics What are 

the main issues and topics for that? Let discussion of course what happens there what we'll 

discuss that it's also something that will influence that pick of the god 2023 in Tampa, and could I 

ask Geneva to to catch on that would Chennai perhaps would you say a word about the topics and 

issues of your of the IGF 2022? Oh 

 

Chengetai Masango   

sorry, did you hear any of that? Okay, great. global digital compact, and we have five main themes. 

So let me just bring them up just so that I just don't make a mistake on our main themes. 

 

Chengetai Masango   

So the five themes that we're going to be having is connecting more people and safeguarding 

human rights, avoiding Internet fragmentation governing data and protecting privacy, enabling 

safety, security and accountability. And the final main theme is addressing advanced technologies, 

including AI. So these themes are derived from the use of the global in the global digital compact, 

so we've reduced them to five but apart from that, we are also having our parliamentary track, 

which is also very important, which was started in 2019 in the German IDF. So we're going to be 

continuing that we are focusing on issues that are of importance to African legislators, but it's not 

only African major status is of course, we're going to try and get a global perspective on those. 

And there is the Youth Track as well, that we're going to be focusing on which is also very, very 

important. And last year, our Polish house did a lot of work on that, but work on that and you're 

going to be trying to continue that work and we have our best practice forums on cybersecurity 

and gender and digital rights. Continuing from our new format, I think it's the latest format that 

we have at the IETF which is the policy networks. So we're going to have the policy network on 

Internet fragmentation and policy network on meaningful access. So and Internet fragmentation is 

very high up on the agenda and of course as you know, meaningful access is also a very, very 

important topic, especially for the African region. But again, as I said, it's not just for Africa, it's for 
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also the globe. You as well. Thank you I can carry on if you want. Okay. Can we also go oh, sorry. 

Yeah, and I forgot to mention that it's also very important is that we're going to have the high level 

leaders track which we're going to have on day zero day one of particular importance of it as a 

barber is that I just the barber is, I think, the third largest diplomatic headquarters as such. This is I 

think the first is New York. The second is Brussels. And it is Ababa is the third with the highest 

representation of states. They're not just African states, or 54 are represented there, of course, 

but also from the EU, South America and Asia. And it has the headquarters of the African Union. 

So we really do want to take the best advantage that we can off the place that we are at and the 

connections that we can make with all these missions and also of the African Union and the 

Economic Commission for Africa. Where we are holding the meeting, the meeting venue is at a 

Economic Commission plus all these things together will actually bring us to a worthwhile IGF that 

we can have good discussion good debates and also further the good of the Internet. 

 

Yrjö Länsipuro   

Would would you like to add anything to this? 

 

Juuso Moisander   

No, I think as for the of course Chang and his team know best how the preparations are going and 

I'm glad to hear the the importance of Addis Ababa for the for the for the African community and 

also the themes as for the the NRI preparations I think the global digital compact let me go back to 

that a bit. We need to think how we approach this theme nationally and how we deal with it at the 

at the Finnish RGF Finnish Internet forum in Tampere next year and as you reminded us or was it 

Sondra that we're going to be doing the next year in addition to completing fiddly and Finnish. I 

think that opens up a whole new perspective to the national discussion on these issues as we 

were we first of all can expect foreign guests to join us and join the discussions and also rethink 

how we engage with play with Africa on this and other developing regions. So those are my my my 

quick reactions. Thanks. 

 

Yrjö Länsipuro   

And yeah, additional points from there. 

 

Chengetai Masango   

Also for the national and regional initiatives, we do have a new MRI which is for the small island 

developing states and these states do face particular problems when when connecting to the 

Internet due to their isolation and their small size. So they cannot really take advantage of these 

economies of scale or share because they do not order other states so they can't pull the switch 

cases that easily so I think that NRA is also a very important one and it's one of the newest that we 
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have and we're going to have meetings again there for the the idea of to 2022 and my last point is 

the annual meeting is very important, but the intercession activities are also equally as important. 

The IDF is not just a one meeting whether you are a NRI in horizon or not just one meeting. The 

global IGF is not just one meeting. It's the most obviously yeah. Also whether it be Quebec City 

Building, whether it is just be concentrating on these issues that we have on an intersectional 

basis that is very important. And we also have to look forward. So we're not just thinking of the 

annual meeting in Addis Ababa. We're looking forward we're looking at the meeting that we're 

going to be having next year in Asia, hosted by Japan, and we're looking forward as well as Daniel 

mentioned, we're looking forward to the business review and 2025. So we really have to look at 

short, medium and also long term for the idea 

 

Yrjö Länsipuro   

and now for the view from a regional NRI Sandra, 

 

Sandra Hoferichter   

thanks for tuning in to IGF to global, the regional and also the national one, possibly not only a 

one off show, it's a process that starts somewhere in the year and for Europe. They could start just 

now. The call for issues is open until the 31st of October, so not too much time. And we really like 

to encourage the Finnish community to submit the topics that are of particular interest but also 

have the European impact and let us know what you would like to discuss. Of course, having a 

Euro addict, the Regional Forum in a country should always have a little bit of flavor from the 

country from the region that we are in. So we really depend on your ideas. And this process, or to 

submit a topic is a rather easy process. You don't take any responsibility at that point. You just let 

us know what you think should be discussed. If you are instead interested to begin to get involved 

and to become member of our organizing team. Then you have the chance to click on this little 

tick and we will come back to you that's in process. Pretty much automated. We aim to present a 

set of focus areas, let's say three focus areas at the IGF and Addis Ababa. And for this presentation 

of focus areas, we do need this call for issues to help Finnish before Addis Ababa. That's that's the 

reason why we are early this year. And after we have the focus areas, the programming planning 

process still continues. I think we will have a consolidated program as usual somewhere in January 

or February and start to work from there on on how the building the session but there will be 

stakeholder consultations virtual meetings people in in Addis Abeba and have a chance to discuss 

the issues but also how we would like to coordinate the preparation process and how we would 

like to coordinate the hybrid meeting which is still something not new, but a little bit more than 

remote participation in the past and I think I hand over to that next topic already. 

 

Yrjö Länsipuro   
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Thank you. On this topic, I just want to add that I I very much hope that you will who are present 

here and and who are listening especially if you're in Finland that you he really help us in the 

outreach for the euro Deke in Tampa. I'm sure that there's a lot of there's a lot of potential 

interest. And of course, the thing is that we should try to reach that then and for the next next 

topic here, the conference over the future that's that's something that we just put here because so 

much has been so much discussion about the influential about the impacts of a quarter to the 

conference. industry as a whole whether conferences, face to face conferences are a thing of the 

past because of the pandemic, but also because of the climate concerns. People don't fly that 

don't want to fly, you know, hours and hours to participate in something where they actually could 

just participate by, by by computer screen. So any ideas of what the Conference of the future 

should look like. We'll be welcome also for the point of from the point of planning for the meeting, 

because that with all the technical facilities that stabber University has been one of the big items 

actually big ticket items of the temper, your IQ the future future of conferences, what kind of 

combination of face to face and electronic means of participation should be there. And we still 

have a few minutes time So any ideas from the floor? would be very much well yeah, 

 

 

yes. Yes, please. 

 

Yrjö Länsipuro   

You are muted. 

 

Chengetai Masango   

Okay, can you hear me now? Okay. I do believe that conferences are the future are going to be 

hybrid. I don't think traveling to conferences is going to die down or is that I think that people 

there's value in conferences because conferences on is not just what happens in the session room 

or in the workshop or in the negotiation room. The biggest value or the biggest value add 

conference is of course, what happens in the corridors. What happens when you sit down and 

have tea or coffee with somebody that you have not met or you don't usually meet? And you talk 

and that's where the fresh ideas come when you have those meetings and whether they be 

scheduled or whether they be Stevan Jupitus meetings, online meetings at the moment. I mean, 

we've struggled with us and I'm sure Sondra as well as struggled with this a lot is how to engineer 

that social aspect into detail. And that you definitely cannot do online yet. So I do believe content 

is also going to go strong. Thank you 

 

Yrjö Länsipuro   
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any for any any ideas from from before hear how to combine, how to combine the the good 

things that that come with face to face conferences, face to face meetings and and using the tools 

that we use during the forum? Yes. 

 

Sandra Hoferichter   

I think one thing that we could not achieve online is mingling. And EURODIGis actually known as 

one of the or not one of the bad as a nice networking event. That was the feedback that we got 

from participants. So what we did when visiting yesterday turned better. We already were looking 

for a good place for party where we are going to invite global multistakeholder equal bent or 

whatever the name is the gems as we did in three Esther. So yes, I do think we really have not to 

forget let me put it the other way around. While in the past year, the focus was on including the 

remote participant to a greatest extent possible, and I think we should not give up on the same I 

think this community has pretty much achieved his goal, remote participation for many fields as 

equal participation as have as being online, of course without the talks that you have on the 

corridor, but we should not forget what we are going to do for the participants that take the effort 

and do Travel. And for them. We really have to think about nice   

 

[transcript broke] 


